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Recently much attention has been paid to room-temperature-operated lnfrared
sensor for a considerable amount of potential need from the application fi-elds

such as remote sensing, biomedicat thermography and gas detection. Pyroelectric
infrared sensor has some advantages as compared with photo-quantum effect type

sensors like HgCdTe and Ge:Cu detectors operated at low temperature because the
pyroelectric can be operated even at room temperature. has litt1e wavelenEth

dependence of the response over wide infrared range and has comparatively fast
FAqn^nea r"oDecially PbTi0" shows excellent pyroelectric characteristics because!s+rJ ! ur!vJ

nf 'lq,ca nrrnnalggtrie coefficient and high Curie temperature. In recenr years,
we have succeeded in preparing PbTiO? thin film with rf sputtering method and

moreover developed j-nfrared-senslng enffTR-OPFET)1) and infrared sensor with low

heat capacitv2 ) ny depositlnrr the Phri o thin f il-m on Si wafer. Tn l.hi s nrntrr,svuverv1116 vrrv ! wrrv3 UIIIII If-Llll (J-tl |)-L Wd. ItjI'. III vrrrD pats,Ea,

1^Io harra nt.amnfed to fabrlcabe linear array sensor of the pbrio- thin film forrqvf lvqvu rflrEQr arf a,J DUTID(J-L- ul 
J

obtaining infrared image and studied essentlal- characteristics about displaying
method.

The PbTiO? thin film has been deposited on mica on which Pt electrodes are

coated with rf sputtering and so sensor array with 16 sensitive efements has

been fabricated by forming A1 and infrared-absorbing Au-black. Infrared sensing

performance of the PbTrO3 film as a slngle sensor has been already reportud])
^and the responsivity and the detectivity are 465 v/w ana l.7xt0a cmluz/W with

bandwidth of I Hz at 15 Hz, respectively. The responsivity is al-most equal to
that of PbTiO3 ceramie, but the detectivity is one order of magnitude smaller
than that of the ceramic. Measurement system for imaging is shown in Fig. 1.

Infrared light 1s coming through a chopper to a mirror and is focusged on the

linear sensor array. Flgure 2 shows sampling circult and pulse trains applied

Fig. I Bl-ock d.iagram

for infrared imaging.
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io gates of switchlng FETrs. Pyroelectric

charges stored in an interval of T" are

converted to pulse traln by applying the gate

pulses with width TOr and ls read out with an

amplifier. The output of the amplifier is

held during an interval of T, and modulates

brightness of an oscilloscope. X-axi-s and Y-

axis of the oscilloscope are controlled by a

vertical driver and a rf generator.

Figure 3 shows output current vs. T"

characteristics in an element of the array as

a parameter of chopping frequency fch. The

output current 1s proportional to T" as

temperature of the fl1m increases with a

constant rate under a eonstant illumlnation

and so the charge is proportional to Ts.

When T, 1s larger than l/zf ch, the chopper

interrupts the light on the sensor arrays and

so the current decreases abruptly. At high

chopper frequency, ihe current 1s larger

because the absorbed infrared energy(heat) is

not conducted so much to the entire reglon of

the element ln a short time, the effective

heat capacity reduces and the temperature

change increases. Figure 4 shows an example

of imaging of an letter rfKrr. In this case,

frequencles of clock pulse and mirror motion

are B XHz and 15.6 Hz, respectively. There

are defect points in the image and this is

not satisfactory, but could be improved by

better signal processing and array prepa-

rat ion .
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Fig. 2 Reading circuit of linear

array and timing pulse of gate.

Ts (ms)

Fig. 3 T= dependence of output
current.

Fig. 4 An example of obtained

infrared image.
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